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Once the cultural exchange of theatre between China and the West starts, never 
would the bilateral imagination and cognition stop. Intercultural studies on theatre 
take “the native” as the pursuit of their academic practices after the drawing of 
post-colonial theory. While just as the history of the cultural exchange of theatre of 
Chinese and Western shows that “the native” has long been changed in the proceeding 
of globalization, besides the post-structuralism theory and it’s anti-essential origins 
are contradictory to the “native”. In this study, that kind of  dualism means that the 
concept and methodology of intercultural studies on theatre have not yet become 
self-conscious. 
The exchange between Chinese and western theatre is driven by cultural 
differences so that is why both need each other’s affirmation and transcendence. 
China is also imagining and implementing the West while the West is imagining 
China. The interactive relations between Chinese intellectuals’ practice in the drama 
field and the West cannot be easily ignored. A symbolic space named the 
watch-performance field of publicity which gives the possibility of the cultural 
exchange of theatre of Chinese and Western is produced by the transcultural theatre 
practice of Chinese intellectuals. The watch-performance field of publicity offers the 
intercultural studies on theatre a perspective of relationism beyond the dualistic 
opposition. The Western theatre as a mighty discourse potentially dominates the 
power relations structure of the watch-performance field of publicity all along. If we 
regard “Orientalism” as a visual structure offered by the West, we should see the 
dilemma of the transcultural theatre practice of Chinese intellectuals: To ease the 
anxiety followed by the mass impact of Western culture they misuse western theatre 
thought. Their practice toughly proves the charm of this visual structure and the native 
is represented a spectacle expected by the colonialism discourse. However, in this 
paradox, we can also see another indisputable fact: western “Orientalism” in the local 
context isn’t always negative because the appropriation of the discoursive mechanism 
by Chinese intellectuals is an effective way of highlighting their subjectivity and 















watch-performance field of publicity potentially offers an interactive field of conflict 
and cooperation to “Orientalism”, the Western imagination and native construction in 
Chinese theatre, so by interpreting the inner structure of dynamic relationship of the 
watch-performance field of publicity in varying contexts we could bring status of 
Chinese theatre imagining the Western and China by utilizing the same mechanism 
and the logic relation of the bilateral imagination and utilizing to light. 
This dissertation analyzes six Chinese theatre cases from 1895 to 1949,  such as 
“the stories of Nora” staging in China, the controversy over the old and new concepts 
of theatre in the May 4th Era, “National Theatre Movement”, “Nationalizing” theatre, 
Mei Lanfang’s American tour represented by Chinese and Western, and the politics of 
space narrative in Long Live the Missis. Having “West” as it’s background this 
dissertation analyzes “transculturation”, explores Western imagination and western 
“orientalism” and it’s complex logic, and strives to deconstruct the dualistic structure 
preset by the previous studies chronically. This dissertation tries in a professional 
manner to offer a bit inspiration to the question of intervening in the affairs of 
dialogue between different civilizations of the era of globalization. 
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① 本文的主体部分曾以《跨文化戏剧研究：观念与方法》为题发表于《福建论坛（人文社会科学版）》2009















































                                                        
















































                                                        
① 参见范存忠：《<赵氏孤儿>杂剧在启蒙时期的英国》，张隆溪、温儒敏编选：《比较文学论文集》，北京：
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